Power spectral density of heart rate variability as an index of sympatho-vagal interaction in normal and hypertensive subjects.
Instantaneous heart rate reflects sympatho-vagal influences on pace-maker activity. Hence computer analysis of heart rate variability might provide a quantitative index of that interaction. The power spectral density (PSD) estimate of heart rate variability was obtained in normal controls and in uncomplicated hypertensives, both at rest and during a non-hypotensive sympathetic stimulus (tilting). In normal controls PSD shows three major peaks of frequencies P1 = 0.07, P2 = 0.12, P3 = 0.25 cycles/beat. P1, which is associated with sympathetic activity, represents only a minor portion of total variability at rest, while becoming predominant with tilting. P2 and P3 are associated with vagal activity, and represent the major part of variability at rest, while they are reduced by tilting. In hypertensive patients PSD is altered, as P1 is already predominant at rest and increases only slightly with tilting. Thus PSD of heart rate variability is capable of detecting an early alteration in sympatho-vagal balance of cardiac control present in uncomplicated hypertension.